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1. Introduction 

The energies and wave functions of two-quasiparticle and 

one-phonon states in doubly-even deformed nuclei were calculated 

in 1960-1975. A good enough description was obtained {see [.1-4)) 

of the available at that time experimental data; the predic

tions were made wb:l.ch were later confirmed experimentally in 

many cases. It seems to us that new calculations of vi.brational 

states in deformed nuclei are needed. This is necessitated by 

a large amount of new experimental data in addition to the first 

quadrupole and octupole states. The experimental data are avai

lable on hexadecapole states and on higher-lying collective 

and weakly collective states. llany experimental data are expec

ted at a new generation of accelerators and the results of 

calculations may turn out to be useful. Vibrational states are 

to be calculated on a new basis. As is known, there are par

ticle-hole (p-b) and particle-particle (p-p) effective inte

ractions between quasiparticles. Particle-bole interactions 

are responsible for the formation of vibrational low-lying sta

tes and giant resonances. Therefore, only p-b interactions are 

usually taken into account. It is necessary to take p-p inte

ractions as well. It is to be mentioned that p-p interactions 

greatly influence the double, decay [5], probabilities of 

pt decays in spherical (6-81 and deformed 19) nuclei and 

the strength functions of (n,p) transitions [7]. A new series 

of calculations is performed within the quasiparticle-phonon 

nuclear model (QPNll) l10-1J] with the wave functions containing 

one- and two-phonon components and taking account of the Pauli 

principle in two-phonon components. The role of two-phonon com-
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ponents of the wave functions and the influence of the Pauli 

principle have been studied in [14-16], hexadecapole vibrational 

states in (17], influence of the quadrupole pairing on the ener

gies of two-quasiparticle states in l18] and the influence of 

p-p interactions on the properties of K~2+ states in [19]. 

The importance of the monopole pairing is evident and. it is 

interesting to study the influence of the quadrupole pairing. 

In recent years, low-lying states in deformed nuclei have 

been studied within the interacting boson model (Illll). It is 

important to compare the description of deformed nuclei in the 

QPNK and IBM and to reveal shortcomings and advantages of each 

model. This comparison has been made in [20) on the basis of 

earlier calculations. It showed the necessity of new calcula

tions within the QPIDI and IBM and further experimental studies 

of deformed nuclei. 

It is reasonable to develop a ~eneral description of non

rotational states of well deformed nuclei with monopole and 

quadrupole pairing and isoscalar and isovector multipole. p-h 

and p-p interactions between quasiparticles. Then, spin-multi

pole interactions and states of the magnetic type are to be 

studied. Further, detailed calculations should be made with 

the Coriolis interaction. As.a first step, ~he general QPNll 

Hamiltonian and equations for o+ states in deformed nuclei have 

been derived in [21]. In the present paper, as a second step, 

we shall describe in the QPNll vibrational states of the electric 

type with K,ri' o+ and demonstrate its specific features taking 
168Er, 172Yb and 173Hf as an exa~ple. 

2. Equations for J<rr,.10+ Vibrational States and t_.'1~~~Details 

Qf_ Calc1..lations 

The mathematical apparatus of the QPN14 for deformed nuclei 

has first been given in [10,11,14,16] and in more detail in 
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[12,13]. Formulae allowing for p-b and p-p interactions are 

given in [19,21] 1 they will be used in the present paper, There

fore, we shall give only several necessary formulae and also 

formulae that have not been given in [211. The QPNll Hamiltonian 

contains an average field of neutron and proton systems as a 

deformed axial symmetric Saxon-Woods potential, monopole and 

quadrupole pairin~ and the effective p-h and p-p interactions. 

In this paper, we shall use only the multipole interactions. 

The Hamiltonian is transformed by using the Bogolubov transfor

mation 

+ 
a~0 " u'l ol.~6" + o lfq c('J. _0 

and introducing the RPA phonons Q~i.(T and Q~;ii.o 

Q+ ,.. 1 , [ \l}~)l:A+( , .J ~Jl~A r , ·'] · 
A}liO - I" fq.- T~q.' ci,q. ;JW - ~'Jq.' l~'J,;, -0/ I 

' ( 1 ) 

where 

(2) 

+ . ,t ,+ + 
A (~q'; ~If)=~ 6,0H<'J,JJ c{~6'A,(-s- or ~, {-(1{-l<'l,J16"cl.;o-,d;,6.,. 

Here ao are quantum numbers of one-particle states, q equals 
I ~ 

k"' and asymptotic quantum numbers introduced by s.G.Nilsson, 

6 .!11 K is the projection of the angular momentum onto the 

nuclear symmetry axis,~;~ and cl~(i are the creation and 

absorption operators of quasipartlcles. 

The QPN~ Hamiltonian is written in the form 

H .. r?' d+ _, +H +H · <J> 
. , '- "'a n6' ~aO" I/' 1.ra. 

Q p'-,;~ ~s- -, , , ~r 

where li- is t::~ quasi particle ener,;y wi tb. the monopole ar:d 

quadrupole pairing [18,21). The explicit form of the Hamiltonian 

and notation are given in [21]. To derive the RPA equations 

the followin~ variational principle is used: 

ti< Q~JA)f}q~;6"Jq> Hl/'}Q~,~- 7' [~~,@~;.~-~~• -2]} :O, (4) 
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where 
>.;.; \jJ ;-.,.. ' i_µ~ 

~qq' .: H' -t- '.Pq'l' 
\µ; \J<i :V. • W" - ,u . U') 

~'J' Tq'?' Jqq • • 

The RPA equations for Kr..c+ states ere given in [21]. Tile RPA 

equations for multipole states ~ with ~} 1'20, i,e, with 

K'lt'~o+ states have the following form: 

r- ~· - ~i. - l}I '>,fl 11;, 'Jtt~ D~pi. 
f,qf ~qq' wliJ• ¾'I' (~o + .l'1 )~ (qq qq 't" 

(5) 

- ( 'AJA - 'Ap.)1 }µ I '}tt) D ">,. ,JI~ - G"J p >-}'r. ') (-;) D }\Jt~"' 0 
clC0 ~1 T lqq qq' -<" -t- T iqq Lqq 1 9't" ' 

~ )µ• ~)ti. '>.)A 'A~ • l-t-J D ~)'~ . 
C.q«J I w;w - (.)"')ti ~qf - G't' 1 (qq) ~q' 1,11'{" • (5') 

~µ Aµ 
Here re~ end~, ere the isoacalar end isovector constants 

of the p-h interaction·of multipolarity 'A with projection 

the 

} , c;.;f'- is the p-p interaction const;rnt; E,Cf'l' =- E'l+Eq, ; 

single-particle catrix elements f>.;,(qf)=<'llR.>J,,.)Y",H(e,p)/q'> 

ta:.Cen with Rir-)= 1~{,-) where V{v) is the central part are 

of the Saxon-Woods potential, 

Ii;~ -= 2. 'C"f )fl( ')t/+J a~~ 
-r . qq' qq qq' if','1' , 

\L\~ 1 r O \4( ') t-J ).,1,, 
D = , aq U:'l'l' CJqo' , 91" 1f j 1 

D :V,., = ._, pAfl( ') ,,_t+J 1 >,,,_i 
I ,,.. .L... i qq vq·q' !,lroo 1 
. W', qq' , , 

(:1 
itqq' : 1,11 Vii I :t 'Uqt U-q J 

,,-.(±.) - ,, u , ... , ... ,.., 
v'l'I' - \Aq q - vq v(, 

SUllllllation over single-particle states of the neutron and 

proton systems is· denoted by L J L ~ iiRplies summation 
. qq' 'f'l( 
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over the levels of the neutron at 't'=n and _proton at -c-==-p 
systems, Eqs. (5) and (5') are used to d~rive the secular equa

tion for the energies u.>>.~L of one-phonon. states as an equality 

to zero of the determinant of rank 6. 

To describe deformed nuclei in the QPNM we can use lllOre 

complex interactions. Thus, in t221 the QPNll equations with 
effective separable interactions of a finite rank are derived 

for spherical nuciei, For separable interactions of the rank 

f1o the RPA secular equ'3tion ia g::_yen as an equality to zero 

of a determinant of the rank 6 n
0 

• 

Let us give formulae for nonrotational states with K-rr#)+ 

of doubly even defor~ed nuclei within the QFNU taking account 

of p-h anJ p-p interactions whose wave functions consist of 

one and t"Ho-phonon ,ter:ns, namely 

1 
.,,- r ,, + (J·+ It . )2.J. · 

1 1 1 i~0 1 l" d1 · L.i li< 0)::: l"L R, Q +- \ >.,,~, ,,)L}',Lt '- ll, +OLll:z. ,6")<'o 
1 oO 'L~· L 

\I lo O c;
11

oLoCo tr101 2[ 1 + J (-!-cf: )]12 

>.,JA1~1 
\,._u,,! 

K
0
,o Y.,, 0 

o"' + + J 1
>.1}',i.,,~.p1t1QA,}'.~1ff, ·Q~:z.}liLi.6'"2. 41~ 

where 111 0 -= k' • Its normalisation condition is 
J 0 

Co> 

f ( i, 
1 ~ v 1 Ko · 1 (7 > 

L~ R~ ) + L (~ . ~ . ) (1+J{ ~1}','1 )iJ~it,!)J= 1,. 
<o o () }' L ,~ '~ u l. ) 1f,, 4 ' t.}Ai Ii 

\ f 1 t,. IV\ J.ft. 2. 

Tile function ,¼k'•(>.,)l,i.i ,>.a.}l .. i,) is responsible for tbe 

effect of the Pauli principle in two-phonon terms of tbe wave 

function ·(6); its form is presenied in [13,14,16]. 

Using the variational principle we get the following equa-

tions 

V -.! -f 
( w>.ojtoi. - t.,) Ri.o - L (H~,,.i..,l,Jc,i.),. (u JKo,o (i-J'J{,,o)) 

(>-,141i.,)~~7"•i.i) . 

Is 



• p V • • u )o}loi.. ( + Ko ' 
"-J',1.i ,~t.J.lal1 i,,i,i.,,\y.~ i 'J{_ 0,)'1L1,~1)'ti,_)) ""0, 

V 
+ (• • ' . )- ·lz ) f . . -({.J .+CAJ • Ji/JJ,,,,}1,'-1 1•Lj.lz_½. Y >-

1
}',tt,A,Jl.1.z. ~ ff, t., ~,}', Lt . 

.L _! I 

-I.(1+J, · .) .. (i+d' (1-t. J)2.R~l/"l'• 10 :0 
i \u,1, .~•)'-• tz. i<.,o "J', ,o le ~ •• 11, i., l. ll i , 
.,0 F J 1-, iJ. J. 

wilere 

r .• ,,t''"tl'i{"!>,, •/ .. , .,,,"J.1)', 
.i(..i.l>.,y,t..t,A,u,1,1.;=L .JL 1. 1f<Li.A,

1
u,, D,)',t,, 1i1}'2.LJ ,v . . , + 

✓ •/ t.1,L 
t 

l<o ( . I ', • • ~t}J 1 } 
+ ]{ : A2.)Jt i \ µ, lt / \/11, l1, \y111_) w. L., 

"' I ~l. J 

(8) 

(9) 

~ J,( i. 1(0 I ' ). ' J] 1 ') J . • 
r r · 

0

, • • [~ + 'Jf lA, 11, '-', •fsh -= - 2 L.- a, 11
1

.-i,-~uL ,~l(o V, . , · I 6:(r. /" "/ A1p,.r..c, "ifa.~ t Z. 

· {<Q · . H Q+ . Q+ >+<Q . Q . H Q\ · ;,, } 
~o}(ol0 6°0 u-q l1}'1t 1 \p,£.: ~,Jl•'-1 )f,t, V1J Ao;'oloO'o • 

Prom eqa. (8), taking ~ccount of condition (7), we calculate 
y V 

the energies -ri,.- and functions Ri,0 and PA,,u,i.t ,A,)'.it. • 
Equations (8) coinci~e with those of l1J,16,2J]. These for

mulae will be used in further calculations. 

The calculations are performed with the single-particle 

energies and wave functions of the Saxon-Woods potential with 

the parameters for the zones A• 165,173 and 181 fixed in 1968-

-73 and presented in [4,24). Por all nuclei of the zone the 

same deformation parameters J12. and j!+ are uccd.. thus, for 

6 

178ttt l\. =0.24 and s,
4

s: -0.0J, the parameter of the hexadecapole 

c.efor;;;ation p1, differs frolll the one proposed in f25] ·:,here 

~~ s:-0.1~6. Thia difference of .S+ influe~ces the energies of 

soiue t-No-quasiparticle poles, The single-particle spectrum is 

ta:..en from tile bot tom of the 11ell up to +5 l.!eV. The conopole 

and quadrupole pairing constants were fixed t_18) by the pai

ring energies acd those of two-quasiparticle states with K> 4. 

The eceri:;ies of two-quasiparticle poles were calculated taking 

account cf ~~e bloc~ing effect and the Gallagher-MoszKowski cor

rections, As has been shown in l16) 7 the inclusion of the quad

rupole pairing does not practically improve the description of 

t::e energies of two-qu~aiparticle states with J( >4- • The iso

vector interaction constants are equal to ~1),J, •-1,5 'oli?;fl; with 

tilis relation a good description of the isovector quadrupole 

and octupole giant resonances in deformed nuclei was obtained. 

The calculations performed with ~}·""=-~;1 , when the neutron

-proton interactions are increased, do not provide considerable 
NA i}' 

effect, The crmstants ~o and G-~ were chosen from the experi-

mental energies of the first 1<;:1 nonrotational states desc

ribed by the wave £unction (6 ) •. The dependence of the charac-

l<,r + G:12. teriatics of •2 states on "" 
z.1 12. 

it was shown that for G-~ < O.S 'cl'0 

has bean studied in l19]1 

the influence of the 

p-p interaction is negligible and it can be neglected, at 
1'l. 22. 

G-'t • (0.8 -:- 1.0) ~ the best description of the energies 
. 2.2. 2.1. 

and B(E_2) values is achieved, for G-'t' >1.1 :leo the diacre-
. 2.2. 12. 

pancy with the experimental data is observed and for (r't" > i.2.c:1'0 

RPA becomes inapplicable. 

The dependence of p-p interactions on -the truncation of 

the space of single-particle states has been studied in l19J; 

it was shown that the decrease in the nucber of single-par

ticle states for the p-p interaction can be compensated by 

7 
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re:1or:nalisation of the cor.s tan t 't" •. In our calculations we 

have used the same single-particle basis for p-h and p-p in-
lJ< ~}' lJI ~ ·. XJ-l 

teractions and assuc:,ed G-P =G-n -=G- and G-><=o.ga-o 

· In this paper we study the states with K,r .;.c+. 'As a basis 

we tai:e ir. to acco;..n t phonor.s with :a:.il tipolsri ties )jt =20, 22, 

J0,31,32,JJ, 43 and 44, and for each A)'- we use 10 RPA pho-

nons. Phonons with K" -/.20 are calculated with p-h and p-p 
!2<> 

ii; terac tiona. F::or.or.s with 'A)" =20 are calc:..la ted "Hi th G--r- =O. 

A core detailed description of ~honons with ~J=20 is unr.eces

sary as these phonoos enter only into two-phonon terms of the 

wave function C,). The cons tan ta -;p}Y. are fixed for each 

value of i~ equally for all nuclei except for ~;2-
gea within 10%; <R0

43 
in 168Er and ~:'r in 17¾f 

10% less than in other nuclei. 

that chan

are taken 

The present calculations pretend to a qualitatively correct 

description of vibrational states. For a detailed description 

one needs to take the Coriolis interaction into account, to 

determine more accurately the parameters of the Saxon-Woods 

potential for each nucleus and to calculate the parameters of 

the quadrupole and hexadecapole deformation. 

We have calculated the energies and wave functions of non

rotational states and the·reduced probabilities of E2, EJ, and 
+ 

E4 transitions from the ground state Q to the excited ones g.s. 
with a fixed value of r1"K. The reduced probabilities of elect

romagnetic and isoscalar ·transitions are written as 

( + 1r :z{ Y e [ eff B EX,0~.s.➔I Kv)=(OQ~;,.lrl<> +Ric~ (-1+ep )·. 
0 Lo (10) 

- p ~)A d+) ~pio eH -n ~µ ti) >.)<;o~ J1 
· "i.. P Cq1q,) q q& ~q q + en I P Ccr.

1
q .. rnn a 9-q q J , 

q,q. I f ~ q,q, "111t I .Z. 

8 

I) 
' ,j 
'I l, 
I 

·1 

,., I 

.e/r 5 E ~ · 0 + ..... -11" K ) = < 0 0 ~ f Ir j{ / { L i{ !=- L · 
' 

1 r S. ~ V to Lo 12 A 

' l. ~ (t) .))'Lo} 
. I P i,u(q,q,Jtlq,q .. ~M. ; 
q,q. 

( 11 ) 

where p~;,(q,qJ is the single-particle :natrix element of the 

opera tor v~(\/ (-!l Y,\ ;;It) i . e!ff is the proton or neutron ef

fective charle• Cur calculations are performed with the radial 
--a V(t· l 

dependence of multipole interactions ill the form of ~ 

instead of r'">, in [3,4) , which leads to a certain decrease 
eH in B(EA) values. The B(EA) calculated with ec ..,0 are close 

to the 13(rsE-i) values. More correct are the B(E))-values 
ef f 

calculated withe~ .0.2· since we use the truncation of the 

space of single-particle states. Calculations with single-par

ticle states from the bottom of the well up to +50 KeV with 
eff , e< ~o 9-ve almost the same B(En) -values as the calculations 

with single-particle states from the bottom of the well up to 
e# ' 

+5 MeV and with e<t' .o.15~0.20. In the last case, the B(E)\) 

values calculated with e!ff •0.2 are almost twice as large aa 

t~ose calculated with e~ff .o. 

J. · Low-Lying Vibrational States with K-rr -:f. O+. in 168Er, 
172Yb and 178ttr 

'Ne shall now calculate quadrupole with K"ll" .. 2+, octupole 

with K,r .. o-, 1-, 2- and 3- and hexadecapole with K°ir • 3+ and 

4+ states in 168Er, 172Yb and 17arif for which there are· the 

moat complete experimental data. Tne results of calculations 

are listed i~ Tables 1-4 only for the states for which there 

are experioental data, The B(EA) values are extracted from the 

Coulomb excitation; 8,(TSEX) values are obtained in (26] from 

the inelastic scattering of d.. particles and deuterons. Since 

B(E}I) and B(IS~>.) values are close to each other, we will 

9 



Table I. Vibrational statiswith K.'11"= 2+, 3+ and 4+ in l@Er 

t Experiment Calculation in the QPNM 

~ ! . ·~t!v . 'I · B(EA) · Structure$ B(E,\) s. ll. u. Structure ~ Me s.u.u. 

2t 
1 0.821 B(E2)=4.7 o.8 B(E2) = 4.6 2211 96 

pp 4l)f- 4llt 50 221: pp 4l)t- 4llt 40 

PP 411++ 4llt)7 pp 411♦ + 4llt JO 

nn 52)t - 52lt 20 
nn 521++ 52lt 8 

2+ 
2. 0.848 1.7 B(E2) = 0.01 222 : 98 

f;.:J 222: nn.512~- 52lt 97 
pp 411}+ 41lt 2 

2+ 
:3 l.9JO 1.8 B(E2) = 0.2 22): 94 . 22): nn 523t- 52H 60 

~ j 2.2 B(E2) = 0.06 
pp 411•+ 4llt lJ 

2+ 2.19J (t d..) : 224: 98 
4 I 

pp 411+ + 4llt i 224: nn 521. + 52lt 65 
(20-)0) pp 411+ + 4llt 28 

2! 
.... 

2.425 (v cl.): 2.J B(E2) =: O. 2 225 : 97 ,,, 
pp 411++ 4llt 

' 225C nn 6J~ - 65H J6 
I nn 521+ + 521♦ 16 I 

• I 
pp 411++ 4llt 15 

nn 624•- 642¼ IO 

3+ 1.65) B(E4) = 0.4 l (dd 1 ) is large for 4 J 1 1 1.5 431: 99 
I 431: nn 512~+ 521♦ 98 I 

3+ 2.186 
i B(E4) = O. OOJ 432, · 98 2 I 2. a 

:~432: nn 52J++ 521♦ 

4 ... 
l 2. 055 B(E4) = 0.6 2.1 B(E4) ,. 2. 0 441: 88 

l 201, 441) : 4 
4411 nn 514t + 52lt 15 

nn 512♦ + 512t 14 

nn 52Jt+ 521~ IO 

pp 52J++ 541♦ 6 
4+ 

2 2. 2JE 2.5 B(E4) • 0.1 44215) 44Jl ,a 
\221, 221~ l 1 

4421 nn 514t+ 521+ 62 
nn 512~+ 512t J2 

10 

\, 
I 

I 
'\ 
•1 -

Kt y 

o-
1 

1-
1 

1-
2 

2-
1 

2-
2 

r 1 

r ~ 

J-
j 

3-
4 

t,, 
MeV 

1,786 

l.)58 

l.9J6 

1,569 

2.2JO 

1,542 

1,828 

1,999 

2.262 

Table 2. .Octupole states in 168Er 

-
Experiment Calculation. in QPNM 

B(E?. ) Struct!f'e . s.p.u ll> J:<f B(El) s.p.u. Structure lb 

B(EJ) = 1,96 1,9 B(EJ)=J,O JOI:98 
JOH nn 642t- 512t 25. 

nn 5141- 6JJt 1. 
pp 52Jt- 404.S. )· 

B(EJ) = J,92 1.4 B(EJ)-=4.6 Jll:98 
(dt),(dp) : 
nn 6JJ+- 512t 80 311: nn 6J)t~ 512t 72 

nn 6JJt- 523-l- 4 

(t, J. ): is small 1.9 B(EJ)=O,J5 312:96; t221 Jlli : 1 
312: nn 6JJt- 523♦ 85 

B(EJ) = 4,94 1.5 B(EJ)-=4,6 J21:94; 1201,J2H: 3 
321: ~ 6JJt- 521♦ 25 

nn 642t- 521♦ IO 

pp 52Jt- 411' 29 

2.1 B(EJ) .. 0.2 322:96 

B(EJ)=O, 25 1.6 B(EJ) .. 0,14 JJ1:98 
(dp) :nn6))t- 52ll 90 J)l: nn 6J)t- 521♦ 95 

Ctd)lpp52Jt-41U 4 PP 52)t- 41U 2 

B(EJ)=0,60 2.1 B(EJ) .. 0,60 322:75; JJJ:20 
(dp):nn6JJt- 52U IO J32: nn 52H + 642t 80 

pp 52Jf- 411+ 12 
nn 633+- .52H 2 

B(EJ)a0,42 2.2 B(EJ) .. O,J JJ):72; JJ2122 
(t,J.):pp52Jt-41H 7! JJJI pp 52Jt- 411! 76 
(dp) :nn6)Jt-52H Ii pp 514-t- 51N 9 

nn 6JJt- 52H 1 

B(EJ)-=4.68 2.4 B(EJ)•2,0 J.34191; JJJl2; 
1221, )11} 12 

J)4l ~~ 514+- 4llt 51 
nn 624t- 52li 12 

11. 



Table J. Vibrational states with K-rr~ o+ in 172Yb 

-
Exneriment Calculation in QPNM I{: 6y B(E\)s.p.u Str~cture 

,.,. 
B(E~) Structure So 

Tdiv MeV s.p. u. 

2+ 1.466 B(E2)=1.4 1,4 B(E2)=1.5 221:60; 222:IO 
l 

(dt) {201,2211: 2 
{201,2221: 1,5 

221: nn 512t- 521+ J2 

nn 512t- 5Iot 14 
+ 1.608 B(E2)=0,42 1,6 B(E2)=0,7 222:Bl; 221:IO, 22 

(dp) (dt): 222: nn 512t- 521♦ 65 
nn 512t- 5U~ isla:l:g3 

3+ 1,172 B(E4 )=6,9 1.16 B(E4)=2. 7 431:99 
1 r : 4Jl: nn 512t+ 52U 50 

nn 512t+ 52H ~ 70 pp 404~- 41H 25 
(p cl ) : 
pp 404.- 41H ,.. 27 , 

J+ l,66J (pc,1 ): 1.65 B(E4)a0,2 4J2:99 
2 

pp 404+- 411+ 26 4J2:nn 512++ 521+ 48 
pp 404t- 41H 40 

J+ 
J 2,175 1.9 B(E4)=0,0J 4JJ:99 

4+ 2,07J (pd.): 1.9 B(E4)=0.1J 411:92 {20I,44~:J 
1 

pp 404t + 411+ {221,222}: I 
1s noticeable 441: nn 514h 52U 80 

pp 404++ 41Ul7 

4+ 
2 2.J44 2.1 B(E4) .. o.01 442:9J 

4+ 

' 
2.599 I 2.J B(E4)=2,5 44J :so; 441: 2 

°i 1.600 B(EJ)=0,6J 1,68 B(EJ)•l,l JOI:9a 
J01: nn 514t- 6JJ+ 40 

nn 512-t- 642t 4 
pp 52Jt- 404+ l 

1- 1.155 B(EJ)•l,J 1.2 B(EJ)•l,8 311:97 
l 

(dt): nn 6JJf- 512l nn 6JJt- 512f 92 
is large 

,12 

-' 

j 
) 

Continuation of Table J 

-
~perin:ent Cal.culation in QPNM 

Krr &~- -----
y B(El)s.p.u~Structure $ "l" B(E>i)s.p.u. Structu~·e 'i> , lde"f lllt!V 

--- .,__ -
2-
l 

J-
1 

1,757 B(EJ)=5,2 1.6 B(EJ)=2.5, J21: 97 
321: nn 624t- 512t BJ 

nn 6JJt- 521t 2 
pp 514t- 402+ J 
pp 52Jt- 411+ 2 

2. OJO B(EJ)=4. 7 2.0 B(EJ)=2,J n1:9a 
JJl: nn 6JJt~ 521 ♦ 54 

nn 615+- 512+ 9 

nn 624♦- 521+ 6 
pp 514t- 4lli 18 

.. 

not disting~iah between them. The experimental and calculat~d 

B(E\) values are given in the single-particle unite. Tne expe

rimental data on the structure of states are obtained, as a 

rule, from the one-nucleon transfer reactions. The contribu

tion of a two-quasiparticle component is determined in some 

cases given in Tables 1-4 in per cent whereas in other cases 

it is shown through what two-quaeiparticle component the reac

tion proceeds. 

The calculations were performed with the single-particle 

energies and wave functions of the Saxon-Woods potential of 

the zones A• 165 for 168Er, A• 173 for 172yb and A• 181 for 
178iit. The energies and B(E">.) values are calculated without 

taking the Coriolia interaction into account: The calculated 

structure is given as a contribution (in per oent) of the one

-phonon A_)(~ and two-phonon l>-,}I. i.. , ~~J'i. ~.} components to 

normalisation (7) of the wave function (6). In the contribution 
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Table 4. Vibrational states with K:ir-;. o+ in 178Hf 

Experiment Calculation in QPNM 

K1r 1-- - --
&~ B(EA) p u Structure "lv B(El) Structure 'i> y 

Me lrleV s. • • $ s.p.u. 
-
2+ 1.174 B(E2)=J.9 1.12 B(E2)=4.l 221:94 1221,441}: l 
l 

(dp): nn 514~- 512½ 221: nn 514i- 512t. 29 
nn 512♦- 5IO+ J2 
nn 512t.- 510 ♦ 9 
nn 642t- 642 ♦ 2 

2+ 1.891 (dp): nn 514i - 512t. 2.0 B(E2)=0. 01 222 :92 l202, 221} : J 
2 222: nn 514+ - 512½ 56 

nn 512t- 510t 40 

J+ 1.758 (dp): nn 514½- 510 ♦ 1.8 B(E4)=1.7 4)1:-99 
l 4Jl: nn 514+- 510f 21 

• nn 514l- 52U IO 

pp 404♦- 41U J7 
pp 402t- 4llt IO 

J+ (I.942) 1.9 B(E4)=0.4 432:99 
2 4J2: nn 514t- 5I0i 77 

pp 404,- 4llt IO 

4+ 1.554 (dp): nn 514++ 5IOt 1.5 B(E4)=2.0 441:94; 1221,2°21; J 
l 441: nn 514♦ + 5IOt 60 

nn 512h 512t 2J 

+ (2.001: 2.0 B(E4)=0. 0004 442:99 
42 

442: pp 404++ 400t 98 

r- I.JIO 1.4 B(EJ)•0.5 Jlll89 
I JJl: nn 514• - 6241 96 

pp 404t- 514-t l 

2- 1.260 B(EJ)-4. 0 1.2 B(EJ) .. 2. 0 J2ll98 
I 

(dt): nn 62~t- 512t J2ll nn _624+- 512♦ 86 

pp 514t- 402 ♦ 8 

2- 1.567 • 1.9 B(EJ)•0.8 322:96 
2 J22: pp 514+- 402t 88 

nn 624t- 512t IO 
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Continuation of Table 4 

Experiment Calculation in QPNM 

Ktr G "1.-' 
.. 

y 
B(E~)s.n.u. Structure$ B(E~)s.p.u. Structure~ 

MeV LleV -
2- l.857 >o 2.6 B(EJ)=0.02 32J:95 

J 
32J: nn 615t- 514\ 98 

r 11. 80J 1.9 B(EJ)-4.0 JJ1:95 
l 

JJl: nn 615t - 512t 45 
nn 624t- 521+ 4 
pp 51# - 411+ 24 
pp 505+ - 402~ 

of two-phonon components we take into account the factor 

l~-t'){.1<
0 (l,;,,~,,~~J•~)}. Then, we list the largest two-quasineutron 

n n and two-quasiproton pp components of the wave functions 

of one-phonon states >.;i • To denote single-particle states 

we use the asymptotic quantum numbers N fl~At at K,,.J\+f 

and /.Jn~A+ at l<=-J\-½ • 

Toe results of calculations of the vibrational states in 
158Er and experimental data [26-28] are listed in Tables 1 and 

2. In 168Er five states with K,r-=2+ are observed. The states 

2t and 2; are excited in the (f ,,U reaction. According to the 

calculations, each wave function of the first five l<ir.2+ sta

tes bas the dominating one-phonon component. The first 2rstate 

is collective and the other is weakly collective. The calcu

lations are reasonable in agreement with experimental data on 

the structure of the first five Kir.2+ states. Thus, a larger 

part of the configuration pp4Ht+4H-l, belongs to the 2t 

and 24 states; and a smaller part, to the 2j and 25 states; 

5 

+ ➔ ) however, the 23 state has not been observed in the ltal reaction. 

According to [29) the states :r'l< .4+3, in the Er, Yb 

and Hi' iaotopea are atrongly uoitl!d. in the (.c:lcl') naoUona, 
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which indicates collectivity of the 3t states. Description of 

the K,r-•3+ and 4+ states in the QPIDl has been made in [17]. 

In the present calculations we have taken into account the P~P 
43 ++ 

illteraction and a better fit of the constants a'o and ;fo 

was made. The states 3t, 3;, 4t and 4; have the dominating one

-phonon components; the total contribution of two-phonon compo

nents in the 4t end 4; states is less than 10%. In comparison 

with the calculations in l17J the 4t state energy decreases 

and becomes close to the experim~ntal one, the difference cet-
- + + ween the energies of the 41 and 42 states becomes larger wte-

reas in l17] they were close to each other. Tbe calculated 

B(E4) value for the 4; state turned out to be three times as 

larger as the experimental one. 

The first octupole states o1, 11 and 21 in 160Er are col

lective and the B(EJ) values for excitation of the I 1T ~ =3-K1 
states are large. According to the calculatior.s the c1, 11 
and 21 states are collective and the o2, 12 and 22 states are 

weakly collective. All of them have the dominating one-phonon 

components. The structure of tile 11 state i_s correctly descri

bed. The K,r •3- states in 168Er have an unusual behaviour. 

The fo~rth 34 state is collective; the EJ strength concentrated 

on it is 3.5 times as large as that on the 31, 32 and 3j states. 

The 31, 32 and Jj states are also collective since the B(EJ) 

value is rather large. Their wave functions contain two-quasi

particle components nn 6JJt -52H and pp 523t-411 + whose 

distribution is qualitatively correctly reproduced by calcu

lations. A qualitatively correct description of the energies 

and structure of octupole states is obtained. 

According to the experimental data [28] on the (dp) and 

(tJ) reaction~ the 41 and 42 states in 168Er are not pure two

-quasiparticle states. The wave function of the 41 state with 

16 
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the energy 1.094 MeV includes the components nn 6331+ 521l~70%, 

pp 411i+ 52Jt~25%, in 42 with the energy 1.905 Kev pp 4111+ 

+ 52Jt ~ 60% and nn 633t+ 52H ~ JO%. Thus, the two-quasineutron 

and two-quasiproton components ere distributed among the 4j 
and 42,states. To describe this mixing, in [1a] the multipole 

interactions with '>.f. a54 have been introduced. For 168Er the 
S4- 2 -1 following results have been obtained: at .i'o • 0.018 fm MeV 

the energies and structure of the 41 and 42 states are equal to 

W 541 = 1.0 MeV, nn 6J)f+ 521i 86%, pp 4111+ 523t 12%; 

W 542 = 1.S MeV, nn oJJt+ 52H 12:1, pp 41H+ 52Jf 87%; 

At ~~ = 0.020 fm2Mev-1 are equal to 

w 541 = 0.95 MeV, nn 63)t+ 521.J. 81%, pp 41H+ 52Jt 16%; 

W 542 • 1. 5 MeV, nn 6JJ-t+ 52H 1c%, pp 41H+ 523+ 80%. 

Th~a, there is mixing of a two-quasineutron with a two-quasi

proton state. The enere;y w 542 is less than the experimental 

one due -to the scheme of single-particle states. This example 

indicates that in some cases multipole interactions of such a 

high multipolarity as A •5 are important. 

The calculated energies of two-quasiperticle states in 
168

Er are close to the energies given in [4] since the inclu

sion of the quadrupole pairing does not improve considerably 

their description. 

The results ot calculations and experimental data [26,30-331 

for 
172

Yb ere shown in Table J.In 172Yb a very rare case takes 

place when not only the 2t state but also the 2; state are 

collective. According to the calculations £2,4], the B(E2) 

value for the 2; state is larger than that for the 2{ state. 

The p-p interactions improve the deacriptiont the B(E2) value 

for the 2; state is twice larger than for the 2; state and the 

wave function of the 2; state contains the component nn 512+ -

- 521~ manifesting itself in the (dp) reaction. 
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The 3t state in 172Yb has earlier befn treated l1,4] as 

a t"No-quaaineutron state, Experiments on the ( J.o!.'), (dd') and 

(p cl..) reactions and measure::ien t of the magnetic moment have 

shown that the state is collective with a complex structure. 

represented in ~able 3, The calculation3 correctly reproduce 

the collectivity end structure of the 3; state and weak col

lectivity of the 3; and 3j states, Cne should remember that 

the structure or the 2~, 2;, 3~ and 3; states in 172Yb is 

strongly complicated by the Coriolis interaction disregarded 

by :.:s, 

There are three 1f
1
r.4+ states in 172Yb ·1thich are not ho-

, 
Y1ever observed in the ( clol ) reaction [26], The calculated ener-

gies of the 4+ states are 0,15 - 0,30 !r!eV as less as the expe

rimental ones, According to our calculations, the 4t and 4; 
states are weakly collective and the 4j state is colleptive. 

It would be interesting to measure experimentally the B(E4) 

value for the 4j state, The structure of the 4; state we have 

calculated differs from the one in l17], ,1hich indicates the 

dependence or the structure on p-p interactions. The wave func

tions of the four K,r • 3+ and 4+ states have one dominating 

one-phonon component. 

In 172yb all four octupole states with K;.01, 11, 21 and 

3'.j have been observed; they turned out to be collective. The 

B(E3) values shown in Table 3 are taken from !26] where the 

B( IS E3) values have been determined in the ( d.al. ') reaction 1 

they somewhat differ from the B(EJ) values obtained in [31] 

from the Coulomb excitation. The B(EJ) values oalculated by us 

are between the values obtained in t26,31) and more close to 

the values in l31]. The wave functions of the first fc-ur octu

pole_ ;tates with K,r= o1, 11: 21 and 31 have one dominating 

one-phonon component. 
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Vibrational states in 172Yb should be studied in the (dp) 

and (dt) reactions, 

'He shall list tile two-quasiparticle state energies in 
• .1.0 172Yb calculated without quadrupole pairing G-..,..o and with 

20 
quadrupole pairing "Nith toe constant G--r- .0.5 .l?o and taking 

account of the bloci:ting effect, The energy of K; =61 nn 633t+ 
2o . ~o 

+ 512,I,, atate is equal to 1,o MeV at Gn aO and 1.4 MeV at G-~ • 

20 
0,5 ~o. The energy of 41 nn 63)++ 521i state in both the 

cases equals 1,7 MeV. The energy of the 51 nn 642t+ 512t state 
10 20 2D 

equals 2,2 14eV at G" •O and 2,0 MeV at Gn •0.5 cleo • The state 

+ . . 
8 pp 523t+ 514t has t.he energy 2. 7 and 2,4 KeV, whereas the 

energy of the 8- nn 633'1'+ 6241' state is ,·,9 KeV at G~
0 

•O and 
,. 20 zo 

1.8 MeV at 17n • 0.5:ie0 • 

The results of calculations and experimental data [34-36] 

for 178ttf are listed in Table 4, The first 21 state is collec

tive, the two-quasineutron configuration nn 514{- 512i enters 

in\o the wave functions of the 21 and~ states. Therefore, 

they are well excited in the (dp) reactions. These properties 

of the 2; and 2; states are well reproduced in the calculations. 

At the same time, the calculated 2; energy equals 2 lleV, which 

is due to the absence of two-quasipartiole poles with an energy 

leas than 2.2 KeV. If the I,r • 2+ state with the energy 1.561 

MeV has K•2, then there is desorepancy with the calculated re

sults. It can be due to the hexadecapole deformation , 4 .-o.16 

given in [ 25] whereas oµr calculations bave been perlormed at 

p .-0.03. 

"' According ~o the calculation;, the 31 state in 178Hr is 

collective and it should be well excited in the (dp) reaction; 

.the second 3; state is weakly collective. The states 3j, J4 
and 35 have the energies 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 MeV. The wave func

tions of these states have one dominating one-phonon component·. 
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The 4r state in 178tt.r is collective with the dominating compo

nent AJ,t~ =441 in the wave function; the contribution of the 

two-phonon component l221,221} equals 3%. According to expe

rimental data[J6) there is no evidence for E2 collectivity of 

the transition from the 4r state to the 2t one. The contribu

tion of the two-phonon component l221,2213 to the 4;, 4j 

and 4; states with the energies 2.0, 2.3 and 2.4 MeV does not 

exceed. 2%. The energy and structure of the I<.,.-•2+, 3+ and 4+ 

states in 178:u- are influenced by the Coriolis interaction. 

The experimental data on the octupole states in 178ttf are 

K'll"" -scarce. Thus, the y • o1 state was not detected. Among the 

11, 21 and 31 states only the B(EJ) value for excitation of 

the 3-21 state waa measured. The calculated B(E3)-values for 

the 11, 21 and 2j states are small; therefore, it is not sur

prising that they were not measured experimentally. The calcu

lated energies of the 22 a~d 2j states lie above the experi

mental ones. 

The energies of two-quasiparticle states calculated with 

the monopole and quadrupole pairing.are close to the data from 

[4). The energies of two states with K~ 6+ and 5- are over

estimated as compared with the experimental ones. Here we again 

observe shortcomings of the scheme of single-particle levels. 
It would be desirable to add rich experimental data on 

178iif by new me~surements of the (dp) and (dt) reactions as 

in l28) and (clol.
1

) reactions as in [261. 

The calculations performed with the p-h and p-p interac-

tions are shown to give a reasonable description of the 

energies and structure of vibrational states. 

The structure of states depends rather strongly on the ener

gies of single-particle states and blocking effect. The B(EA) 

values depend on the constant ~1; with increasing ~1 the 

B(E X ) values decrease. 
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4. D::.strib::tion o:' tne ·E>-~ -Stren,;tb A:::on;; Low-Lying S-:ates 

The first quadrupole r, - and y states are ass:::::.ed to· 

be collective and there are no otcer ccll:ctive states up to 

collective states forming giant isoscalar and isovector quad

rupole resonances. In the case of octupoles, apart from the 

first octupole states collective are the states forming the low

-lyir.g (LEOR) and high-lying (HEOR) iscecalar and isovector 

octupole giant resonances. In some nuclei, the low-lying col

lective hexadecapole states were observed. The .collectivity 

of the first quadrupole and octupole states and absence of 

higher-lying collective states up to the giant resonances un

derlie phenomenological·models including the interacting boson 

model (IBM). 

Let us study the E~-strength distribution among low-lying 

states with an energy up to 3 MeV. The coupling between the 

vibrational and rotational motion will be neglected. Experi

ments [26) on inelastic sca.ttering of cl particles made it pos

sible to study the isoscalar EA -strength distribution. 

Let us consider the quadrupole strength distribution. 

Experimental data and results of calculations in the QPNM and 

IBM [26] are listed in Table 5. In 168Er and 171\if a standard 

case takes place - the cain part of the E2 strength is concent

rated on the Y vibrational state, According to our cal~u-
r,J 1613 o1_ • 17fL · lstions there are about 3v~ in Er and 15~ in ~ttf of the 

E2 strength of the 6 vibrational state in other 2+ states. 

The E2 strength distribution in 172Yb differs qualitati

vely from 1613Er, 17~ and other nuclei. The E2 strength 

distribution in 172Yb is spec~fied by that both the first 2r 

and second 2; states are collective and a considerable part 

of the E2 strenbth is concentrated in the energy interval 

2 + 3 MeV. It is very difficult to describe phenomenologically 
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Table 5. E2-Strength Distribution 

-, 
B(E2) s. P• u. C,, MeV 

Nucleus K~ 
)I calc. calc. 

AG , LleV exp. ref. QPN!d IBM [26] 

--·--
+ 0.821 4.6 4.7 4. 7 [26J 21· 

168Er 
o+, 2+ 1.2 - 2.5 1.5 0.02 -

172yb + 
2 1 1.47 l. 4 {26, Jll 1.5 I.o 
2+ 

2 1.61 0.42[26,.311 0.1 0.007 

o+ 1.0 - 2.0 0.005 [261 0.9 0.2 

0.66 [.31] 

o+, 2+, 2.0 - J.O 2.4 [26] 1.0 0.2 
- -
178Hf 2 ... 

1 1.174 J.9 (.35] 4.1 -
. 2+ J.O - J.2 - 0.6 

tne cases when both the first 2; and the second 2; states 

are collective. Thus, according to the IBM calculations [26], 

in 172Yb the E2 strength concentrated-on the 2; state is 100 

times as less as on the 2t state, i.e. there is.a sharp dis

crepancy with experimunt. Our calculations provide reasonable 

agreement with experimental data. According to the experimental 

data l26], in 172Yb the E2 strength ·in the energy interval 

from 2 to J lleV is 1.J _times larger than in the first two col

lective states and 1.7 times larger than in the 2t state. This 

is a new and very important result which shows a marked dis

crepancy with the generally accepted E2 strength distribution. 

This distribution of the E2 strength cannot be described in the 

IBM. According to our calculations about 2/J of the E2. strength 

on the 2t state is concentrated 1n the interval 2+3 lleV. 
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Now let us consider the isoscalar EJ strength distribu

tion in 163Er. According to [26]
1 

there are first collective 

states with o1, 11 and 21 ans six collective K,,..aJ- states. 

On the first three J1, J2 and Jj states there are 1.J s.p.u.; 

and on the fourth J4 state, 4,68 -s.p,u •• In the interval from 

2,25 to 2.50 L!eV 7.9 s.p.u. are concentrated. This distribu

tion of the EJ strength sharply differs from the standard one. 

· The EJ strength distribution in 168Er is shown in Fig. 1. 

These are experimental data from l261, our calculations within 

the QPNM, the IBM calculations in L26l and the calculations 

[37] within the IBM -1 + f boson model. In the calculations 

l26)the B(E3) values ware normalized to tne experimental value 

of the 3-11 state. As a result, for the first 3-31 state the 

calculated B(E3) value turned out to diverge by a factor of 

500 from the experimental one. If most of the El 
"Tl" 

strength is concentrated ·not on the first -1<1 state, it is 

practically impossible to describe it within the IBM. This 

is confirmed by the calculations in [37] in the IBM-1 + f 

boson model in which the first three K,r• 3- levels are omitted. 

The main part of the E3 s_trength is concentrated on the_ J4 
sta_te which is considered by them as a first collective IC.-.3-

state. It should be noted that in [37] weakly collective KT.3• 

states with energies larger than the J4 state energies are 

listed for 168Er. The first three Kir. 3- states in 168Er,have 

_been omitted in [37] as two-quasiparticle ones and the whole 

K,r -EJ strength is concentrated on one v •34 state. According to 

the experimental data [26] on inelastic scatter1ng of cl par

ticles, the J1, 32 and Jj states are collective enougb 1 and 

according t~ the experimental data [28] ~ 
on the (dp) and (t~) 

reactions, their wave functions contain the sum of two-quasi

proton and two~quasineutron terms. If the 3;, 32 and 3j states 
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5~ B(E3ls.p.u. 

L.~ exp[26 I 
3 
2 

1 

5 t B(E3)5_p.u. 

l. QPNM 
3 _ (present results) 

2 
1 

5 ,t B(E3lsp.u. 

3~ IBM[26) 
2 
1 

5[ 4 
B(E3)5,pu. 
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Fig. 1. EJ strength distribution in 168Er. 
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are close to the two-quasiparticle ones, the B(EJ) values are 

equal to 0,005, 0.02 and 0.005 s,p,u, Hence, it is seen that 

the B(EJ) values for the 31, 32 ar.d Jj st~tes listed in Table 2 

are 30-~0 ti~es larger than the B(EJ) values for the corres

ponding two-quasiparticle states, All this shows that these 

states are not two-quasiparticle ones, 

Our calcula~ions, as is seen from Fig, 1, describe cor

rectly the EJ strength distribution in 16°Er, The calculated 

B(EJ) values for the first o1, 11, 21 and 31 reasonably agree 

with the experi~ental ones, The fourth J4 state acong the K,r~J

states has the largest B(EJ) value. According to the calcula

tions, at the energy 2,4 MeV there is a state 3-1
3 

with B(EJ)• 

•4.9 s.p,u. It is probable that the calculated B(EJ) values 

for the 3-34 and 3-1 3 states can describe the experimentally 

observed states with I,r;,3- and energies 2,324 and 2,486 MeV, 

According to the calculations, the EJ strength equal to about 

5 s,p.u, is concentrated on the Kir.o- states in the interval 

2,8 - J.4_Mev. The total octupole EJ strength concentrated on 

the states with an energy up to 2,5 MeV equals 20 s.p.u,, 

according to the experimental data (26], and 20.3 s.p.u., 

according to our calculations. 

All the first octupole states that turned out to be col

lective were observed in 172Yb [26), Their total BJ streng~h 

equals 12 s,p,u, According to our calculations, all the first 

octupole states are collective; their total BJ strength equale 

8 s.p,u, The total EJ strength equal to 11 s.p,u, is concen.tra

ted in the interval 2 + 3 MeV. According to the c.alcula tions 

[37] in the IBM-1 + f boson model the EJ strength is concentra

ted on the first octupole states; and only about 3%, on the 

3-1 2 state, It would be interesting to check this discrepancy 

in th! distribution of the EJ strength at 2-3 MeV experimentally. 
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Experi□ental data on the EJ strength distrib~tion in 178ttf 

are scarce. According to our calculations for K=2 and J, the 

EJ strength is concentrated on the first states, ~he o; and 

02 states have the energies 2.0 ar.d 2.4 a:ev and B(EJ) values 

equal to 2 and 4 s.p.u.; in the interval 1.5 - J,O MeV the EJ 

strength is eq~al to 0.6 s.p.u, The EJ strength distribution 

on the K"TT"-1- states is the following: on the first two states 

there are O.d s.p,u.; and in the interval 2-J Ll.eV, 7.5 s.p.u., 

i.e. the main part of the EJ strength is above the first two· 

11 and 12 states, In this case, there is a strong discrepancy 

with the results of calculations [J7], 

Note that in the calculations of LEOR in defor~ed nuclai 

in [J8] the EJ strength was observed to be somewhat higher 

than the first octupole states. 

Data on the E4 strength distribution are scarce, It fol

lows from the analysis of the experimental data [29] that in 
,in-' + 

the isotopes of Er, Yb and Hf the first ~f •J1 states and in 
IJtr + the isotopes of Os the first "'v •41 states are collective. 

Thia collectivity of the Jt and 4; states is correctly described 

in [17] and confirmed by the present calculations. 

According to our calcul~tiona, in 168Er for the I,r\•4+31 
state B(E4) •0.4 s.p.u., and according to the calculations [39] 

in the sdg IBM B(E4) • 50.8 s.p.u, Such a large discrepancy 

should be verified experi□entally, Azcording to our calcula

tions in 108Er for the !< 11 -=J+ state.:i with the energy 2-J MeV 

the E4 strength equals 1 s.p,u. and the B(E4) value for the 

4; statea is overestimated, In 172Yb the cost part of the E4 

strength is concentrated on the Jt state, and on all other 

Kil"".3+ states up to J MeV it equals 1 s.p.u. As concerns the 

Kra4+ states in 172Yb, the most part.of the E4 strength is con

centrated on the 4j state with the energy 2,J MeV, In 
178i-if 
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the most part of the E4 strength is concentrated on the Jt·, 
J; and 4; states; on the other levels up to J KeV it equals 

0.7 s.p,u, 

It should be noted that according to the experimental data 

[40] a large part of the hexadecapole strength with A)'-•42 is 

concentrated on ,-vibrational states of some rare-earth nu~lei. 

A satisfactory description of these experimental data has been 

obta.ined in [41] in the RPA calculations with a simultaneous 

inclusion of quadrupole 'f •22 and hexadecapole 1/<•42 inte

ractions, 

It should be emphasised·that p-p interactions considerably 

influence the E ~ strength dlatribution among the low-lyixlg 
. >.p 

states. With increasing G-'C' part of the EX strength is shifted 

towards first and second states with fixed value of k,r. 

5, On Energ Centroids ot ho-Phonon Collective. St~tes 

Baaed on the calculations in the QPNII we. have 

concluded in [ 14, 16] that collective two-phonon states cannot 

exist in deformed nuclei.Uthe contribution of the two-phonon 

component to the wave fUllction normalisation exceed.a 50%, this 

state is thought to be two-phonon one. The existence of two

-phonon states is still being discussed in a number of papers, 

for instance, in [39,42-44]. Yet, there are no experimental 

data on collective two-phonon states in deformed nuclei. The 

fragmentation of two-phonon states c8lmot be calculated in 

the QPNM since for these calculations the wave fUllction (o) 

should be supplemented by three-phonon terms. Therefore, we 

shall discuss only the_energy centroids of two-phonon states. 

Increase in the energy centroids of two-phonon states 

l>•◄fl• i,, )s}'L lt ~ with respect to the sum of energies of the 

vibrational states with the dominating one-phonon components 
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of their wave functions is caused by two reasons. The first 

is anharmonicity of vibrations since the energies of one-phonon 

states are larger than the energies of the states with the 

dominating one-phonon component described by the wave function 

(6). The second is the shift of the two-phonon pole .tiW ( -l.;c.<, ;:,, , 

AzjlL½) after taking the Pauli principle into accoWlt in the 

two-phonon terlllB of the wave function (6). In t~e calcula-

tions l 16, 20] , a very large shift of AC., was obtained for 

strongly collective states; iJI some cases this shift excee~ed 

2-3 MeV. Since the shift AW is due to going beyong the bo

son approximation for phonons, then a v_ery large shift A<..) 

makes the applicability of the RPA doubtful. A large shift of 

Liw(Ayi
1 

i,
41

~._p"-i.,_) is due to a .strong collectivity of the 
• • • ✓ 

first 11,._-f, L
1

=1 states in the sum over 1, and to a large 

value of l ')[K0(ly'
1 
it1,x,y,_i.,:'1) I • 

The present calculations taking account of p-h and p-p 

interactions provide the energies and B(E}.) values for the 2~ 

and first octupole states which are in reasonable agreement 

with the experimental data. With p-p interactions included 

the collectivity of the first 2t and octupole states decreases 

thus dicinishing the shift of .t>W • The resul ta of calculations 

of the shifts .ti.w(~,µ.~.~LJ'Llt), quantities 4+'.}[l("(A,)',i.,,~L)li-i.2) 

and energy centroids of two-phonon states are shown in Table 6. 

The function ~ + J{ K.,(~1p.~,.1,)',~I entering into normali_aation 

(7) differs from unity due to the Pauli principle. It is seen 

from the Table that shifts .o<v are from 0.1 to 1.5 MeV. As 

a rule, .<iu.> increases with decreasing 1+'J{,l<o. This is respon

sible for a l~rge shift .<14.!(221,221) for the K1r.·4+ state in 

comparison with the Kir.o+ state. The largest shifts appear for 

the k-rr- • 4+ \ 221,2213 states; for other states they do not 

exceed 1 MeV. 
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Table 6. Centroid Ene~gies of Two-Phonon States 

-
Nucleue K~ lfJI• i,4 , ~" J"t. tL t.l.u(At}l1 i.,, Aalft lt) 1-+ 1{1(~.tlt i.. .~]t£i1) 

Centroid 
ener~ 

' MeV • MeV 

168Er o+· 221, 221 0.9 0.90 2.1 
4+ 221, 221 1.5 0.75 .'.3.J 
2- 22~, JOI 0.4 0.95 J.2 
J- 221, Jll 0.4 0.95 2.1 

---
172yb o+• 221, 221 0.5 0.94 J.4 

o+ 221, 222 0.2 0.97 J.J 
o+ J21, J21 0.1 0.98 ·. J.J 
2+ 221, 441 • 0.6 0.42 4.1 
4+ 221, 222 0.6 o.47 J.6 
4+ 221, 221 1.1 0.60 4.0 
4+ 222, 222 0.4 0.62 J.7 
1- 221, Jll 1.0 0.45 J.7 
2- 221, JOI o.J 0.95 J.4 
r 2'21, Jll 0.2 0.96 2.1 

-
l78Hf o+ 221, 221 I.O 0.90 J.5 

o+ J21, J21 0.1 0.99 2., 
2+ JOI, J21 0.1 0.97 J.l 
4+ 221, 221 1.5 0.78 4.0 
4+ 221, 222 0.4 o.ss J.9 
o- 221, .'.321 l.J 0.65 J.9 
2- 221, JOI o.6 0.88 J.8 
J- 221, Jll 0.2 0.9, 2.a 
J"" 4Jl, JOI 0.2 o.9J 4.0 

- - - -
The energy centroid of the o+ {221,221) state in 168z:r 

equals 2.7 Mev; according to the calculations in [43] it 

equals 2.9 MeV and in[44] it equals.2.8:Me_V.-The enel'gy. cent.; 

raids of the o+ l 221,221 ~ states calculated iJI. the QPIDI are 

approximately the ■ame as those· calculated in {44] by tbe :mul

tiphonon method. Tlie discrepancy takes place :tori.the 4+l221,221} 

states. It 1■ unclear from this discrepancy what 1■ "DION im-
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portaotl a large number of degrees of freedom aa a large number 

of one- and two-phonon states in the QPIDI or one degree of 

freedom as a o-vibrational phonon and the wave function with 

multiphonon configurations in the multiphonon method. Ill [16] 

the wave function (6) baa been added by three-phonon terms and 

the shifts of three-phonon poles have been calculated. It is 

shown that these shifts cay exceed three or more times tte 

shifts of two-phonon poles. It has been shown in 

[15] that the energy stift of i, of the 2t states with respect 

to the one-ptonon energies lu 221 is ap;,roxicately twice smaller 

when the Pauli principle is taken into account in comparison 

with the case when it is neglected. The multiphonon tercs of 

the wave function does not usually lead to a strong shift of 

the 
. ,. 

root from the corresponding pole. If nevertheless the root 

'tv ia strongly lowered with respect to the pole 

+ Liw(~
1
}', i,, >.~p,L1 ) the two-phonon state turns, out 

fragmented. Therefore, additional lalge shifts of 

W1 · -f-4) • "')', ~. ')._,..~ .. 
to be strongly 

the energy 

centroids of two-phonon states can hardly be expected without 

strong fragmentation when multiphonon terms are added in the 

wave function (6). 

According to our calculations, the shifts ..ow(\u,Li,~.}l .. ~J 
are as a rule considerably leas than the sum 4l 1 /' • + 4', 11 j_ • 

''1 1C.1 "1-ra-L 

The shifts are caused by two reasons: first, deviation of the 

phonon operators from the ideal bosons, and second, collecti

vity of phonons. In case of large shifts, decrease of the B(E~) 

value by (10-20)% leads to decrease of the shift A<.> by 1/J. 

We can state that in well deformed nuclei of the rare-earth 

region the RPA can undoubtedly be applied to describe the QPHK 

phonon basis. 

Asia seen from Table 6, the· energy centroids of collec

tive two~phonon states equal 2.5 - 4.0 JleV. At these energies 

the two-phonon strength should be distributed over maey levels. 
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The present calculations confirm the conclusion we have made 

in [14,16J that collective two-phonon states can~ot exist in 

well deformed nuclei. 

6. Qoncluaion 

The study of vibrational states with K~o+ in well defor

med doubly even nuclei has shown that the energy and structure 

of each state are determined mainly by the single-particle 

' energies and "'!ave functions of the Saxon-Woode potential, aono-

pole pairing and p~h isoscalar multipole interaction. The ,mul

tipole p-h isovector interaction, quadrupole pairing and multi

pole p-p interaction are·of minor importance. IJ:lclusion of the 

p-p interaction improves the description of vibrational states. 

Moreover, it justifies the applicability of RPA to describe 

states with an energy less than 1 MeV. 

K,r - - :t :t + Nonrotational states with ,,•O, 1 , 2, J and 4 with 

energies up to 2.5 MeV have dominating one-phonon components •. 

For the states with an energy up to 2 MeV the dominating onB

-phonon component contributes more than _90% and the two-phonon 

components not more than (J-5)~ to normalisation of the wave 

1'\u:iction. Taking into account the fact that in ~ur cal~ula

tions we disregarded the Coriolis interaction and used the 

single-particle energies and wave functions of the Su:on-Wooda 

potential with the. parameters fixed in 1968-1970 we cc state 

that the experimental data on the energies, B(El) values and 

structure of vibrational states in 168Er, 172Yb and 178Ht are 

described correctly. 

A qualitatively new result became evident in the p~cture 

of low-lying vibrational states a the B"" atrength diatributioJl 
differs :fn a_ome cases from the generally ac-ce pted one •. Ill -par-

ticular, there are cases when collective is not the first but 

a higher lying state with a given Kir·, or the largest part 

i3I 
I 



of the E}. strength is concentrated not on the first states 

but in the energy interval 2 + J MeV. ':his distribution of the 

E ). strength can hardly be described within phenonenological 

models even in such as the sdg IBM or sdf IBM. 

'Ni th the inclusion of p-p interactions the pole shifts 

of two-phonon collective states decrease in comparison with 

those when p-p interactions are dis-regarded. They equal 0.1-1.5 

MeV. The calculated energy centroids of'the lowest two-phonon 

states equal 2.5 + 4.0 MeV. The conclusion we have made earlier 

about the absence of collective two-phonon states in deformed 

nuclei is valid. 

'Ne can assert that in the framework of the QPNll we have 

constructed the basis for describing the structure of states 

of deformed nuclei. If necessary, the methematical apparatus 

of the QPIDI can be generalised, as in [221, to th3 finite rank 

separable interactions that can reproduce complex effective 

interactions between quasiparticles •. In further calculations 

one should take i~to account the coupling between vibrational 

and rotational motion, introduce additional zones with respect 

to A and determine more accurately the parameters of the 

Saxon-Woods potential. Maybe the form of the potential descri

bing the average field of a nucleus will need to be complicated. 

We hope that the present oaloulationa will be useful in 

experiments at a new generation of accelerators. Of great in

terest. is experimental study of excited states of deformed 

nuclei at 2-J MeV. 
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